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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of our FY2017–2018 Audit Plan approved by the Capital Metro Board, we performed an audit of
the DMU Vehicle Maintenance Program, to ensure critical contractual obligations are being performed
according to contract specifications, and to determine if the Authority’s quality assurance oversight
effectively monitors Herzog’s maintenance activities to ensure the safety and reliability of commuter rail
vehicles. The audit results including the objective, scope, and conclusion are as follows.

Background
In March 2010, Capital Metro began commuter rail service on the Red Line between Downtown Austin
and the City of Leander, TX. Capital Metro has contracted out the responsibility for operating the
commuter rail service, as well as the preventive maintenance activities, to Herzog Transportation
Services, Inc. The current Commuter Rail Operations Contract No. 137666 commenced on October 1,
2015, has a term of seven years for an award amount of $117,580,749. Under this fixed cost contract,
Herzog is responsible for providing maintenance and overhaul services for the company’s Diesel
Multiple Unit (DMU) Fleet and locomotives, dispatching, operations, and signals. They are also
responsible maintenance for the overhauls of the original fleet of six DMU was scheduled to go through
their first major overhaul during FY16-17 at a total cost of $4,942,195 which was completed in FY18.
Capital Metro has put in place a very specific and detailed contract covering Herzog’s required activities
(i.e., Scope of Services), and compliance with the contract is critical to the success of the rail program.
Another contractual tool that Capital Metro has put in place to ensure Herzog performance under this
fixed cost contract is Performance Deficiency Credits (PDC – similar to liquidated damages) that covers
more than 24 different areas and allows Capital Metro to assess a penalty (see Appendix A) and discount
the monthly Herzog fixed cost payment for any deficiencies in performance. Rail Operations is
responsible for overseeing and assessing these PDC’s. To ensure these contractual provisions are
performed adequately, a Contract Monitoring Plan (CMP) has been developed by Capital Metro to
identify the critical contractual terms and assign monitoring responsibilities, frequency, and methods to
ensure satisfactory contractor performance. The CMP covers the monitoring, testing and oversight
activities that Capital Metro performs and documents to validate that key contractual terms are being
followed by Herzog.
Capital Metro has put in place various roles to help ensure the oversight, check and balances related to
the monitoring of Herzog’s work. The critical role within the CMP is the Project Managers (PM) who are
responsible for contract deliverables by Herzog. These positions are responsible for defining metrics,
conducting measurements, and analyzing results. Additionally, the measurements and observations are
used as a criterion in determining the success of contract management and are to be reviewed by the
Director and Vice president, of Rail Operations. According to the CMP, the PM’s are to measure the
contract quality by defining and performing the following:
1 Ensure contract monitoring are implemented.
2. Define how contract quality will be managed.
3. Define quality assurance activities.
4. Define acceptable monitoring standards.
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There is a Contracting Officer Technical Representative (COTR) as defined in the June 11, 2018 letter
(see Appendix F) sent to Herzog, and this role has been assigned to the Director of Rail Operations. The
Director of Rail Operations also provides oversight of all Capital Metro Rail Operations and Maintenance
contracts, with a focus on contract management, schedules, estimates, costs controls, documentation
control and quality assurance/quality control. As the COTR, she also evaluates contractor performance
as directed by the Contracting Officer (CO) and acts as a final review official for issues concerning
contractor’s performance. The Contracting Officer listed in the COTR is the Director of Procurement.
Also, within Procurement a Contract Administrator (CA) has been assigned to this contract which is to
“certify invoices with contractual terms and conditions” per the CA job description. The Director of Rail
Operations (COTR) also has several positions (i.e., Program Managers covering Rail Transportation, Rail
Fleet Services and Maintenance) who help her in the oversight and monitoring of the Herzog contract.
The majority of the Capital Metro Rail Operations management team is new and has turned over in the
last year.
Herzog is required to use Capital Metro systems to plan and document the performance of their work.
The main Capital Metro systems used by Herzog are as follows: Spear asset management system (AMS);
Railcomm System used for dispatching; Microsoft SharePoint to save all reports and documents required
by the contract; Microsoft Office 365 for email, etc. In regard to the maintenance of Capital Metro’s
DMU fleet, the primary system used is Spear which supports the process of deploying, operating,
maintaining, upgrading, and disposing of assets. Herzog utilizes the AMS system, to create work orders,
part orders, record defects and repair information, view work performed service history, close work
order, etc.. The contractor uses the AMS to record the inspections and detail any conditions found
during the inspections. Herzog is required to record all inspection and repair part activity in the AMS,
which creates monthly reports for FRA test compliance.

Audit Objective & Scope
The primary objective of this audit is to determine whether the DMU Vehicle Maintenance Program
performed by Herzog follows contract terms and expenditures are allowable and appropriate.
Additionally, the oversight and monitoring of contractor performance by Capital Metro was evaluated to
ensure that controls in place and operating effectively to verify that the contractor is fulfilling key
responsibilities and complying with contract terms.
The audit scope was limited to DMU maintenance on contract #137666 awarded to Herzog Transit
Services, Inc. on July 8, 2015, with the effective date October 1, 2015, and those responsibilities directly
delegated to this contractor, either implicitly or explicitly. The scope of this project covered Herzog’s
maintenance, quality assurance activities, and related billings for the fourteen-month period from May
2017 through June 2018.
We are displaying in Figure 1. Functional Relationships among CMTA departments and Herzog’s
Commuter Rail Operations Contract.
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Figure 1. Functional Relationships among CMTA Departments and Herzog’s

Source: Internal Audit analysis of CMTA information

Opinion
Internal controls require improvement in the following areas: contract monitoring plan (CMP) and
documentation of Herzog performance monitoring; improving controls over invoice certification
and ensuring all eligible incentives and disincentives are being assessed; revise job descriptions to
support the Contract Monitoring Plan and drive compliance with the Herzog contract’s Scope of
Services; and increased oversight needed of the spare part prices and quantities in the asset
management system. This is the first internal audit of the DMU maintenance program and
management within Rail Operations has turned over significantly in the last year which we believe
is a contributing cause to the weaknesses identified. The new Rail Operations team is committed
to improving internal controls and oversight of Herzog, but the implementation of the FRA
required Positive Train Control system will continue to be the top priority until 2019.
This audit was conducted in accordance with US Government Accountability Office’s Generally
Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS) and the Institute of Internal Auditor’s
International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing. These standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objective. We believe the
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. The audit was conducted by the following staff members in the Capital Metro
Internal Audit Department:
•
•

Satish Parikh, Internal Auditor II (Project Lead)
Terry Follmer, VP of Internal Audit
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Recommendations to strengthen controls and improve accountability were provided to management.
Management agrees with the internal audit recommendations and has provided target completion
dates which are included in the detailed audit report below. A follow-up audit is performed semiannually (i.e. May and November) to ensure management action plans for all issued audit reports are
completed timely.
We appreciate the cooperation and assistance provided to us throughout this audit.
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DMU Maintenance Program – Oversight of Herzog

Issues & Risk
1.

CONTRACT INCENTIVES & DISINCENTIVES – TRACKING AND
APPROVALS

Exhibit H (see attached Appendix A) of the Herzog contract covers
incentives and penalties based upon Herzog’s performance. There
are more than 24 different types of payment adjustments
covering everything from required maintenance (i.e., preventive,
track, signal, etc.), on-time performance, reporting, and accidents,
with disincentives ranging from $300 per incident to $1,000 per
day for non-performance. The incentive and disincentives are
meant to be adjustments made to the monthly fixed cost billings
received from Herzog. We reviewed the controls related to
Exhibit H (Payment Adjustments) and noted the following
weaknesses:
• There is no checklist or documentation to show that all
incentives and disincentives have been reviewed and
taken by Capital Metro on the monthly invoice.
• There are no delegated approval levels for disincentives
identified and not taken, and decisions are made solely
within Rail Operations.
• Various reports on the required CDRL list (Appendix B)
have not been received including annual audited financial
statements and complete NTD reports for 2015 to
current.
• The design of controls to ensure that PDC’s are being
identified evaluated are taken is not present.
• Our review of transactions identified a month whereby a
considerable Performance Deficiency Credit was
identified but not taken. The former VP of Rail approved
the deduction omittance on this invoice, but there is no
written justification as to why the deduction was not
taken.
• There is no separate general ledger account to track
incentives and performance deficiency credits. Instead,
these adjustments are just netted against the invoice
payment which minimizes transparency and analysis.

12-11-2018

Audit Report # 19-01

Recommendation
The VP of Rail, COO and CFO will develop the
following internal control enhancements:
a) A monthly Performance Deficiency Credit
Checklist (PDC) will be designed that lists
each type of PDC.
b) The Monthly PDC Checklist will identify all
eligible PDC’s, and if there is a difference
between eligible PDC’s and PDC’s deducted
from the invoice, there will be tiered
authority levels based upon the materiality
that may require approval from Legal, COO,
CFO, and President.
c) Rail Operations will prepare this monthly
PDC Checklist which will be reviewed and
approved by the COTR and submitted to
Accounting with Herzog invoice for
appropriate payment adjustment and
record filing.
d) Separate general ledger accounts should be
created to track the incentive and PDC’s
that either increase or decrease the
amount paid to the contractor. Finance will
enter the data into the AX system based
upon the review sheets to be provided by
Rail Operations.

Management Action Plan
Management agrees with the
recommendations.
Target Completion Date:
1/30/19
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Issues & Risk
2. INVOICE CERTIFICATION
The monthly invoice from Herzog is a quite large fixed price
(i.e.,> $1 million) and complex covering various items in the
scope of services. We noted that all invoices paid had the
proper electronic approvals in the AX ERP system, but no
one with detailed knowledge of the activity was officially
certifying the invoice. We noted that there were some
DMU Overhaul charges that were inadvertently billed and
paid in advance of the work being performed, but when this
was discovered by Rail Operations and Procurement, this
was not communicated to the Accounting Department for
proper accounting treatment as a prepaid expense. During
FY18 all prepaid DMU overhaul maintenance was completed
and there is no balance due as of 9/30/18.

12-11-2018

Audit Report # 19-01

Recommendation
The Controller and Director of Rail Operations will
improve internal controls over payments as follows:
a) An Invoice Certification form (see Appendix
E for example) will be developed stating
material and services billed have been
received.
b) Invoice certification form will be signed
monthly by the COTR (i.e., Director of Rail
Operations), and then submitted with
invoice and Monthly PDC Checklist to
Accounting for payment.
c) An example of an Invoice Certification form
is in Appendix E that Capital Metro may
consider for prototyping their own form.

Management Action Plan
Management agrees with the
recommendations.
Target Completion Date:
1/30/2019
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Issues & Risk
3.

•

•

•
•
•

Recommendation

Audit Report # 19-01

Management Action Plan

COMPLIANCE WITH CONTRACT MONITORING PLAN

The Contract Monitoring Plan (CMP) “provides assurances of
compliance” for the rail operations, dispatch, and maintenance
performed by Herzog. The purpose of the CMP is to define and
manage contract monitoring controls covering quality. We
reviewed the CMP and noted the following weaknesses:
•

12-11-2018

There are six specific positions listed as Project Managers
which serves as the key control position in the CMP
functioning as quality assurance, however monitoring
activities are not being documented as follows: all meetings
are to be documented; “CMP random sampling forms” have
not been created; routine inspections are to be
documented; and the preventive maintenance “sampling
database” had some quarters in FY18 with no documented
testing by the Program Manager of Rail Fleet Services.
An Audit Inspection Report form (see Appendix C) has been
developed to evidence contract compliance and quality
controls as part of the CMP. We noted that this one-page
form is not being used every quarter and has not been
designed to capture sufficient audit inspection details. At
the time of the audit, there was limited written
documentation to evidence the execution of the CMP and
related quality assurance activities.
The quality of Herzog’s Preventive Maintenance (PM) work
was not evaluated and metrics were not developed to
measure consistency.
Cap Metro Rail Operation does not have written policy and
procedures for the department performance activities.
Rail Operations is over reliant on data provided by Herzog and is not
documenting their oversight functions.
The CMP is to be reviewed and updated annually, but the CMP we
received at the beginning of the audit was dated 6/1/16.

A contributing factor to the conditions noted above is the fact that the
Rail Operations Department had significant personnel vacancies and
turnover in the last year.

The Director of Rail Operations will implement the
following CMP improvements:
a)

Provide clarity in the CMP as to who are
the Project Managers, and how this
oversight will be split between the
individuals responsible for rail
operations, dispatch, signaling, and
maintenance.

b)

An improved Audit Inspection Report
form will be developed and
implemented covering contract
compliance and quality assurance
monitoring activities. The types of
inspections and how often this form
should be completed and filed will be
defined and implemented.

c)

Develop Rail Operation Policies and
Procedures that are specific to the
Herzog contract covering: quality
performance review and sampling
requirements; preventive maintenance
and DMU overhauls; asset management
and recordkeeping including part costs
in accordance with the contract; safety;
invoice certification; and how to use the
Audit Inspection Report.

d)

The CMP will be redesigned to ensure
appropriate contractual internal
controls and data is being recorded,
managed, and monitored to oversee
contract compliance effectively.

e)

The CMP will be reviewed and updated
annually.

Management agrees with the
recommendations.
Target Completion Date:
6/30/19
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Issues & Risk

12-11-2018

Audit Report # 19-01

Recommendation

Management Action Plan

4. JOB DESCRIPTIONS & CONTRACTOR OVERSIGHT
We reviewed the job descriptions for contractor oversight
for both Rail Operations and Procurement, and compared to
the Contract Monitoring Plan (CMP), COTR Letter and noted
the following weaknesses:
•

The Contract Administrator (CA) job descriptions in
Procurement are listed with the responsibility of
“certifying invoices agree with the contractual terms
and conditions,” but they do not have the day to
day oversight to perform this function adequately.

•

The job descriptions and CMP listed Rail Operation
positions do not mention certifying invoices or
escalating contract compliance issues to
Procurement (i.e. Contract Administrator and
Contracting Officer) for resolution.

•

The CA job description has the responsibility to
monitor contract performance by examining
invoices, contract terms, CMP to ensure contractor
compliance; develop and monitor corrective actions
for audit exceptions; but the CA position is not listed
or described in the CMP and there is no continuous
quality assurance reporting from the PM’s to the
CA.

The VP of Rail Operations and the Director of
Procurement should implement the following
improvements:
a) Review Herzog contract Scope of Services,
with a detailed focus on the CDRL, PDC’s
and monitoring plan. Using this
information develop a RACI Matrix
(example in Appendix D) for each line item
and show who is Responsible, Accountable,
Consulted, Informed (RACI) between the
various positions in Capital Metro Rail
Operations, Procurement, and Herzog.
b) The roles and responsibilities of those who
perform, and monitor contract and
oversight activities of Herzog should be
clearly defined in the job descriptions, CMP
and/or RACI Matrix.
c) The audit check list should be revised for
quality performance review and clear
oversight of monitoring performed.
d) Define, assign, and document the roles and
responsibilities of the key officials
responsible for managing and oversight the
Herzog contract.

Management agrees with the
recommendations.
Target Completion Date:
6/30/19
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Issues & Risk

12-11-2018

Audit Report # 19-01

Recommendation

Management Action Plan

5. CONTRACTOR STAFFING CHANGES & REPORTING
We noted the Monthly Staffing Report received from Herzog
shows headcount for approximately 89 employees broken
out by area (e.g., DMU maintenance; transportation,
dispatch, etc.), but the report does not have columns to
reflect new employees and terminations, and it is not
shared with the IT Department. This additional information
is necessary to ensure Capital Metro IT employees make the
appropriate user access account changes for hiring and
terminations. Discussions with the IT Service Desk disclosed
that the required online Access Request form to be
completed for all personnel changes is not being completed
timely by Herzog. Therefore system access changes are
being delayed creating unnecessary risk.

The VP of Rail will work with Herzog to
achieve the following staff reporting
changes:
a) The Monthly Staffing Report will
include a column showing new hires
and terminations and will be sent to
the IT Service Desk and Security
Departments to ensure all Herzog
personnel changes for the month
have been made.
b) Herzog will submit staffing changes
in real time directly to the IT Service
Desk, Security and Rail Operations.
An IT Access Request form will be
submitted for any new hires,
terminations or requested access
changes to systems.

Management agrees with the
recommendations.
Target Completion Date:
12/31/2018
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Issues & Risk
6.

SPEAR ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM & RECORDKEEPING

Capital Metro uses an asset management system called Spear to maintain
all asset records related to rail, bus, spare parts, and other assets. Spear
supports the process of deploying, operating, maintaining, and upgrading
and disposing of assets. The contact with Herzog requires them to make
all updates in the Spear system for any changes in assets and
maintenance performed. Herzog uses Spear to create work orders, parts
orders, record inspections, and defects repair records, view service
history, close work orders, etc. We noted the following
issues/weaknesses:
•

•
•
•

•

•

Although spare parts are owned by Herzog, we noted that
crucial information like part prices and quantities on hand are
not monitored by Capital Metro. Additionally, there is no
oversight of any physical inventories performed by Herzog.
However, the contract clearly states that Capital Metro
“reserves the right” to buy back the parts from Herzog at the
end of the contract “at the purchase price entered into the
asset management system.” Furthermore, and deficiency in the
record keeping and oversight will make the valuation of this
inventory impossible if the Herzog contract is terminated.
Knowledge of spare parts usage and prices is necessary to help
in future contract negotiations with Herzog.
We noted terminated employees whose access to the Spear
system was not timely removed (see audit issue #5 above).
Watco is mainly a maintenance jobber, who sends the rail
equipment to third parties to perform the repairs and
overhauls. Ensuring maintenance records are accurately
updated for third party work performed requires more
attention.
Different accounting treatment as to the $2.9 million in DMU
parts and $2.3 million Signal & Rail Parts given to Herzog on
10/1/15, which is being amortized over 5 years, versus the
$2 million in spare parts purchased and delivered to Herzog in
September 2018 with the 4 new DMU’s which is being
expensed as it is being consumed each month.
The Spear System will be replaced with the Infor system during
FY19, so all asset management records need to be accurate for
this implementation.

12-11-2018

Audit Report # 19-01

Recommendation
The VP and Director of Rail Operations should
consider the following internal control
improvements:
For multiple reasons, Capital Metro has a
vested interest in ensuring that the
Herzog spare part records are accurate
in both quantity and price. The highest
risk is the parts previously provided by
Cap Metro to Herzog, and management
has a new position called Program
Manager, Inventory Management to
monitor these parts. All other parts are
purchased by Herzog who has the risk of
loss. At least once a year management
should consider assurance services
related to physical inventories and/or
cycle counts to ensure the completeness
and accuracy of the inventory.
b) Personnel changes at Herzog must be
reported timely to the IT Help Desk so
that user access changes can be made
within 24 hours.
c) Evaluate controls to ensure that
maintenance and repairs performed by
third parties subcontracting with Herzog
are timely and accurately updated into
the Spear system.
d) Accounting treatment for spare parts
given to Herzog is not consistent.
e) Ensure all fixed asset and spare parts
data is complete and accurate in the
Spear system before
conversion/implementation to the Infor
system.

Management Action Plan
Management agrees with the
recommendations.

a)

Target Completion Date:
1/31/2019
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Issues & Risk

12-11-2018

Audit Report # 19-01

Recommendation

Management Action Plan

7. EVALUATE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT & STAFFING
FOR PROPER OVERSIGHT OF HERZOG
The Rail Operations staff has a very large statement of work
with responsibility for oversight of Herzog activities (89 plus
employees) related to DMU maintenance and overhauls,
operations, dispatching, signals as well as Watco (20 plus
employees) activities related to rail freight revenue and
track maintenance. Additionally, Positive Train Control
(PTC) is an additional project that Rail Operations are
working to implement and the post implementation staffing
to support PTC needs to be evaluated. In light of the
findings (#1 to 6) in the report above, resource management
should be evaluated for CA and Rail Operations staffing in
order to address the other recommendations made in this
audit report.

In concert with implementing the
recommendations noted above (#1 to 6), the
COO, VP of Rail and CFO should discuss
resource management, staffing, and required
skill sets to properly manage Herzog and
other rail related contractors (i.e., Watco,
MRS, etc.).

Management agrees with the
recommendation.
Target Completion Date:
4/30/2019
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Appendix A
Exhibit H of Herzog contract covering Incentive & Disincentives
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Appendix B
Contract Data Requirements List CDRL reports required
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Appendix C
CMTA Audit Form referenced in the Contract Monitoring Plan
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Appendix D
Example of generic RACI Matrix
Responsible – Accountable – Consulted – Informed
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Appendix E
Appendix E – Example of generic Invoice Certification form
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Appendix F
Appendix F – COTR Letter to Herzog
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